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  Description

  It weighs less than a metal cage and is inconspicuous under clothing in public. It has length 2. At 5 inches, your slave will be very narrow and fit small penises or the most experienced slaves. When I shower I try and rinse the cage and rings as much as possible, but find it difficult to direct any water fully into the cage so my entire penis is cleansed. I make do with whatever gets in. A word of advice is to avoid too much soap when cleaning the cage as I have found it can sting if it gets in the urinary tract. After a shower, I dry as much as possible and use a cotton bud to clean in the cage. I generally don’t apply any more lubrication as I prefer the shaft and penis dry naturally. When time comes to either go to bed, or leave for the day, I apply a small amount of lubrication to the head of the penis and to the base of the rings.
The CB6000 cage seems more prevalent, at least in my case, to breakage. I put this down to the fact that given the length of the cage, the average penis can expand more and therefore exert more pressure on the whole cage. I have already broken two cages and have a spare one on hand if required. As a ‘late’ answer to Lincollon - you said Prostate Cancer is related to diet & consumption of dairy. That is not correct - much research has been done to try to understand what factors relate to increased risk of developing PCa. The only factor that comes up as a risk is family history - in my case, my paternal grandfather had it & my Uncle (Dad’s brother) also had it. So far, no dietary or other lifestyle factors have turned up, altho there’s some correlation between frequency of ejaculation with it - the more frequent, the lower the risk. One theory about why this is so is that fluids retained in the Prostate may become sort of ‘stale’ & that changes could lead to tissues becoming abnormal & eventually cancerous. So it’s thought that frequent ejaculation kind of clears the gland & keeps it functioning in a healthy manner. At first, I was not interested. It did not turn me on and i did not see any benefit to me. However, he brought the subject up several times and it caused me to think again. Obviously, he was turned on by the idea; it seemed fair for me to play along — at least a little; for the sake of marital peace.
Featured Local Savings
Very efficient and comfortable, this CB-6000s chastity cage allows you to impose permanent punishment on your obedience. CB6000s Clear is made entirely of high quality polycarbonate for long-term use while maintaining hygiene and comfort. As for the sleep angle, it prbly isn’t doing too much harm, but I would not continue to do this for the 2 VERY big reasons I mentioned - Possible ED & Prostate cancer. I did find that after constantly wearing a CB6000, my penis was more accepting of the smaller cage and going to a CB6000S still felt comfortable. I haven’t worn a CB6000 cage in a while now and will probably not return to one to be honest. Not much to say here apart from the device being one that totally encapsulates the penis and fits around the base of the testes. The devices are visually pleasing and form a natural line with the body. I gave my wife the key, not because she’s a sexy dominatrix, but because she’s a trustworthy grownup who always knows where important household items are stored.
Please remember that this review is based on my personal experiences only and any decision you make about wearing or buying a chastity device is entirely yours alone. If you buy a device based on what I have written and have problems, then you have my sympathies but remember that you chose to buy it. As always, read as much as you can about chastity devices, chastity play and safe use before you begin on this path. With just minimal changes to the Hornet since 2000 Honda finally got their thinking caps on and gave theri designers the go ahead to start re-styling the Hornet for 2003. The launch of the 900 in 2001/2, with its sleeker more angular styling, had already got heads turning. This coupled with complaints of the 600's relatively small petrol tank and a few other gripes, they got to work. Plastic alternatives are available too, if you’re a puny wimp who doesn’t take genital self-mutilation seriously; a sad little weasel unwilling – or, let’s face it, unable – to put in the hard miles on the highway to self-denial. Overall, both cages are easy to clean with the CB6000S being a little easier as it is smaller and a regular cotton bud can almost go through the entire device. As the CB6000 and CB6000S devices don’t allow full cleaning due to their total encapsulation of the penis shaft and head, I find I need to have the cage removed every 3 or so days to clean it thoroughly. This also gives the penis time to “relax and air” and allows for a health inspection. Whilst extended wear is certainly possible, I found that after almost a week of wear without removal, the device tends to get really smelly and needs to be taken off for cleaning.It shows alot with my normal jeans when sitting. Looks like a stiffy pointing down. Won't be wearing to work. Many women complain that chastity devices are fun when there is sex involved, such as when I am meeting my date and my husband is caged. It gets into both of our heads and creates a fun dynamic. But what about the rest of the week which is filled with work and commitments? We had some rules to remind ourselves of his role. For instance, I dressed first for work and he remained naked until I left the house. This gave him time to make my coffee, make the bed and do other household chores. The presence of the cage, made this routine a little more lively. He wore the cage to work, the gym, and walking the dog. The mirrors are now square, which look more stylish at first glance compared to the original round ones, but don't appear to offer as good vision.
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      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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